Regulates Finances

3 CONTRACTS HAVE BEEN AWARDED FOR THE DRAMATIC AND ART COUNCIL

TO PENALIZE FRESHMEN FOR BREAKING TRADITIONS

CAST OF SEASON'S FIRST PLAY CHOOSEN

Dramatic Art Council has $150 Increase; Myskania Is Cut 72

TAX TO REMAIN $11; BUDGET DECREASES

The proposed student association budget to be presented in assembly today, will be $38.00 less than last year's budget. This year's budget will be $13,269.69, last year's was $13,217.80.

Dramatic Art Council has been raised from $600 to $1,000. Myskania has been cut from $1,250 to $750, the student advisory fund from $2,000 to $1,750, and the faculty fund from $2,100 to $1,300. The freshman handbook and the student directory have each been cut of a few cents.

Since there are more students, State College this year, the student tax on personal property devices in the budget. There is now an $8.00 tax on automobiles, $1.00 on each hundred dollars of surplus property, which will be applied to this year's budget, and no tax will not return it.


THE COLUMBIAN UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Student Body At Third Convention

The Dramatic and Art Council has been darkened to curtains, for next year's board. An attempt to be held October 20 and 21 at the Rotunda beginning next week.

WILL TAC OFFENDERS

Irvon McConnell's Gray Pigeon Wins In Pedigree Stock Show

Freshmen who violate college traditions, those times must apologize in person to the whole student body, according to tradition. Miss Frances Farmer, who will act as head of Myskania, said in the freshman handbook.

Professor Clarence A. Hobbs announced that the regulations in the handbook would be enforced.

Dramatic and intercollegiate traditions are explained at the beginning of the meeting in the chapel by an official of the Dramatic and Art Council.

College traditions and intercollegiate traditions are explained at the meeting in the chapel by an official of the Dramatic and Art Council.

Dr. Thomas N. Johnson, assistant director of admission, read and explained the dramatic traditions.

Freshmen who break college traditions will be fined $1.25, 2. Freshmen who break college traditions will be required to fill out a questionnaire and attend the registrar's office.

Quarterly will take contributions today

There will be no separate depart theme for the dramatics, or for the editorials, or for the editorial student body.

There is no more separate department for the dramatics, or for the editorials, or for the editorial student body.

Responses were read from the students who have had to be suspended for their behavior at the dramatic tradition.

Y.W.C.A. TO GIVE RECEPTION TONIGHT

Surprise Stunt Will Be Given Between Dances By The Upperclassmen

Y.W.C.A. will give annual reception to freshmen and sophomore, with a surprise stunt.

President A. R. Rubacher and the principal of the state normal schools will be seated at the platform at the evening.

Administration is the special theme of the Thursday afternoon meeting. Herbert Seely Welt, superintendent of Rochester schools, will speak on "Administration and the Teacher as a Professional Leader." William B. H. Hildreth, president of Columbia university, will give an address on "The Education of the Future." Dr. J. D. Smiley, the President of the state normal school at Cortland will furnish the addresses.

Friday morning session will have as its theme "Supervision." An address, "What Teachers Want in Supervision," will be given by Charles N. D. Adams, president of the College Teachers Association and president of the National Education Association. Henry C. Hildreth, Morristown, professor of education and superintendent of education, and the president of the University of Wisconsin, will speak on "Some Thoughts on Physical Education." Dr. J. D. Smiley, the President of the state normal school at Cortland will furnish the addresses.

FACULTY TO ATTEND 63RD CONVOCATION

President A. R. Rubacher and the dean of the college faculty will take part in the sixty-third convention of the Alumni of the State of New York to be held October 20 and 21 at Chancellor's hall, in the State Education building.

TO PENALIZE FRESHMEN FOR BREAKING TRADITIONS

Freshmen Must Apologize To Student Body At Third Convention
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EACH STUDENT SHOULD PAY TAX

In many of our classes, it is the custom for the fresh men to pay the tax of every student in the class, to which each student is required to make his contribution which he is entitled on the ground of his having no particular reason for being excused from it. This custom is followed and the make of the student body is just one large family, all of whose members are more or less all acquainted with each other.

This is an excellent idea—but why make the fees speak for itself? Isn’t the upper classmen in reality those whose duty and privilege it is to extend first greetings to strangers? Doesn’t it seem possible that the fresher might feel a little shy about putting himself forward—just a week or two? And, then, isn’t a natural for a newcomer to be either reserved and keep himself from being too enthusiastic in his social climb so as to allow the upper classmen to have time to become acquainted with him and to bring him closer friendship to themselves?

All this is an old tradition at State which requires freshmen to speak first to upperclassmen. However, no one need be bound by this custom under whose auspices, for just the same thing, for just the same reason, for just the same purpose. All these students, especially, who have time to read the every day newspaper and Andrews College News, will be informed as to the weekly as well as the monthly events in the college life.

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN REVIEWS HOW, WHY, HE WROTE FAIRY TALES

By W. F. M.


It would be useless to “review” the life of the shoe-maker’s son who told fairy tales to kings and princes; one can only comment upon the “pretty story, happy and full of incident”, as he himself puts it. To anyone who has read with delight the life of Andersen, this new edition will be that same delight doubled. The book is conclusive to easy reading, well illustrated with portraits and photographs—positively inviting.

Published by the American-Scandinavian Foundation in the belief that greater familiarity with the great literary monuments of the North will help Americans to a better understanding of Scandinavians, and thus serve to stimulate their sympathetic cooperation, this work is that certain to accomplish this aim.

All those students especially, who have time to read the tale of the ugly duckling and its follow story, will want to read this book which tells how and why the noted author wrote.

LOUIS AUSTIN WARREN DEFENDS THE HONOR OF LINCOLN’S FAMILY


A great wealth of Lincoln materials found by the author at many Kentucky court houses from the basis on which this book is built. Mr. Warren first became interested in the work, he tells us in his preface, when “after reviewing many biographies of Abraham Lincoln I became convinced that Lincolniana did not present its author’s book won’t sell no more than valuable to historians. The chapters on educational and political history will stand out as one of the finest volumes on the Lincolniana.”

The following thesis: Thomas Lincoln and Nancy Hanks were married June 12, 1808, at the Pottawatomie House, Ohio, in a small room with brick walls, doors, and windows.

The book is intended to be a narrative of the life and times of Lincoln. It is written with the purpose of giving the full story of the family, the home, and the people, for the benefit of the students and the public.

The exhausted author, however, has not been able to produce a perfect work, and has left many blanks and unfinished parts of the story. But the book is a valuable contribution to the study of Lincolniana, and will be of great value to those who are interested in the history of the United States. The book is written in a clear and concise manner, and is well illustrated with maps and photographs.

LUDWIG’S "WILHELM HOHENZOLLERN" CONTAINS CARTOONS FROM FUNCH

With the Hohenzollerns—The Last of the Kaiser. By Karl Ludwig. Translation from the German by Ethel Colburn Mayne. $1. 258 pages. New York: Putnam.

This is an intimate and personal account of the Kaiser’s death, written by a man who knew him well. In it, he describes the Kaiser’s final illness, his last days, and his death. The book is a vivid and moving portrayal of a great man’s final moments. It is a valuable contribution to the study of the Kaiser and his era. The book is written in a clear and concise manner, and is well illustrated with maps and photographs.

MAKE GO, A. A., YOURS FOTTE

Florence Potter, ’29, who writes third in a series of articles of advice to freshmen.

WHEN TO GO, A. A., YOURS FOTTE
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SCHOOL JOURNALISM
CRITIC LAUDS NEWS

Training Received Will Raise Standard In State

The English Department of the State College of Education in Albany has received several new honors recently. Nine instructors are working on the foundation for Nation's standard examinations. They have been chosen by the National Education Association, and are working under the supervision of the State College of Education. The instructors are working on the foundation for Nation's standard examinations. They have been chosen by the National Education Association, and are working under the supervision of the State College of Education.

Coach Despair's

FRESHMEN CAN GET "FROSH BIBLES" BY MAKING APPLICATION

The State College Handbook, better known as the "Frosh Bible," has been issued to the freshman class for the first time. Freshmen who did not receive their copies before coming to college may obtain them at the freshman dormitory. The Handbook will thus be distributed throughout the college community just outside the freshman dormitory.

The handbooks are primarily for freshmen. The handbook is a four-page booklet containing the following information: a list of courses offered in the College of Education, a list of the faculty, a list of the freshmen dormitory, and a list of the library.

Architect Dies

Clarence Bennett Cutler, the

Albany architect and designer of the State College buildings, passed away at his home in Albany on Monday, October 7th. Mr. Cutler was a native of Albany and a graduate of the Albany Academy. He designed the first seven buildings on the campus, and was a member of the National Academy of Architecture.
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These Students Had Averages Over 81 in High School English

These fresh men, who are 12.7 per cent of the total enrollment, have an average of 81 in their high school English. Out of the 150 entrants who had this high average, eight of whom obtained the highest marks in Monday’s examination were given excellence awards.

The Principal, M. A. A. R. P., Secretary, E. W. H., and Mr. C. W. H. award the prizes.

The Mid-term examination of the National Education Association was held at State College on Monday, 1927. President A. R. Feedham, editor of the New York State, was present. The purpose of the association is to promote the growth of the education of the U. S. The New York State was entitled to 24 delegates of the number, Dr. Hoef of Harvard, William H. Harris and many other noted

The chairman of the committee in which, on account of the excellence of the student body, the work of the New York State will be considered.

The chairman of the committee in charge, on account of the excellence of the student body, the work of the New York State will be considered.

The chairman of the committee in charge, on account of the excellence of the student body, the work of the New York State will be considered.
CIVIL SERVICE TEST
TO BE IN NOVEMBER
IN CAPITOL BUILDING

Dates for the Civil Service examina-
tion for positions in the federal gov-
ernment next June have not yet been announced, but it is prob-
able they will be sometime in November. Ap-

candates must study to be ready to take the tests.

WILL NOT GIVE CREDIT
FOR ORCHESTRA WORK

Dr. T. H. Harris, in a recent

in Spanish, has announced that

the world series baseball games will

be broadcast over the radio.

GERMAN CLUB TO GIVE
NEW KOFFEEKATZ

Elective club will meet in t~ few

weeks to elect president and the

committee of the club.

SPANISH REVIEW COURSE
FOR CREDIT IS ADOPTED

Spanish students specializing in

the Spanish language will be

required to take a Spanish

course in the fall semester.

KOSCIUSKO WILL HELP
POLISH STUDENTS HERE

The Kosciusko club is the or-

ganization founded by Polish

students here.

JOHN W. EMERY, INC.
POPULAR PRICED FOOTWEAR

54 North Pearl St. Albany, N. Y.

ROSE SILK SHOP
259 CENTRAL AVENUE

Buy your dress goods here and save

Grocery, notions and house goods

Discount to all students

CITY SAVINGS BANK
100 STATE STREET
ALBANY, N. Y.

OLGA HAMPEL, "26, TO
LECTURE IN GERMANY

Olga Hampel, "26, will give a

lecture tour in Germany.

LISTEN GIRLS

This "AID" good for 50c

toward the purchase of any

article over $1.00. Bring this

article to Bulson's Toggery.

SMALLS

Gifts, Shoes, Muffs, etc.

10 EIGHTH STREET

_GREEN STREET

MAISTELMAN BROS.

Ice Cream, Confections, and Homemade Sandwiches
259 CENTRAL AVENUE

E. G. MAY, Electrical Contractor
57 CENTRAL AVENUE

BULSON'S Toggery
331 CENTRAL AVENUE

KRISTY'S Toggery
10 EIGHTH STREET

SPECIAL ATTENTION To
And Vegetables

School Organizations

Steefel Brothers, Inc.
SENIORS DESCRIBE DIFFERENT HOBBIES

Ruth Lane, 28 Likes To Sleep; Richard Jones Is Fond Of Dancing

State College seniors admit a variety of outside diversions. These, they explain, often consist of not the things they do, but the things they would like to do, if only the time would permit. At present they think quietly and occasionally, says Ruth Lane, who spends rather unfairly a great deal of time reading and regretting the velocity of deep sleep. It is her only wish, but she is not sure if this is a desire or a complaint.

Beatitude Wright mentions tennis, swimming, golf, and basketball, but explains that her chief diversion consists of waiting for the train. A spare moment finds the need for exercise and plays amusing. Richard Jones likes to dance but admits it is rather reluctantly. He also mentioned golf, tennis, camping, and swimming as among his diversions.

Chloris Curtis is another who resists not having time to sleep. She is fond of reading, but, like Ruth Lane, the desire for a long sleep predominates.

And there is Francis Gillis, basketball is his favorite diversion, he reads—the sporting columns, he plays—basketball, and his chief diversion is the Team. Of course he can't play on this train, but it is a fervent one.

BEATITUDE WRIGHT

NEWMAN CLUB WILL ENTERTAIN FRESHMEN

A reception is to be held on Monday, January 25 at 8 o'clock to welcome the new students to the club. Committees for the reception are: executive committee, Misses H. H. Williams, Misses S. E. L. Kiernan, Misses E. A. V. Wright, Mrs. C. E. C.Engleson, Misses M. G. M. Neff, Misses H. M. S. Morley, Misses H. S. L. K. Harris, Misses M. G. M. Neff and Misses H. M. S. Morley. The reception committee will be directed by Misses S. E. L. Kiernan, S. E. L. Kiernan, E. A. V. Wright, Mrs. C. E. C. Engleson, Misses M. G. M. Neff and Misses H. M. S. Morley.

A pilgrimage to Antioch is planned for Saturday, January 23. The trip is expected to last until Sunday, January 24. Breakfast will be in the hotel, dinner at local restaurants and the banquet will be held on the first floor of the college. As most of the committee members are away, those who cannot be present are John Gelling, spiritual advisor of Newman club, will talk on education.

Dinner will be served Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday at the Hotel Antioch restaurant and also on the train and at the hotel Antioch restaurant.

B. A. A. WILL HEAVE TO INDIAN LADDLE OCT. 22

The annual Girls' Basketball tournament will be held on Saturday, October 22, beginning at 11 a.m. Those taking the 8:30 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant. Those taking the 10:30 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant. Those taking the 12 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant. Those taking the 1:30 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant. Those taking the 2:30 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant. Those taking the 3:30 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant. Those taking the 4:30 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant. Those taking the 5:30 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant. Those taking the 6:30 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant. Those taking the 7:00 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant. Those taking the 8:00 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant. Those taking the 9:00 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant. Those taking the 10:00 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant. Those taking the 11:00 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant. Those taking the 12:00 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant. Those taking the 1:00 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant. Those taking the 2:00 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant. Those taking the 3:00 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant. Those taking the 4:00 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant. Those taking the 5:00 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant. Those taking the 6:00 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant. Those taking the 7:00 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant. Those taking the 8:00 bus, will have breakfast at the hotel Antioch restaurant.
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COLLEGE CANDY SHOP

293 Central Avenue (near Robin)

TO TRY OUR TOASTED SANDWICHES

IT'S THE CUT OF YOUR HAIR THAT STAMPS YOUR PERSONALITY

Boulevard Milk

Produced and distributed under ideal conditions. Teachers, parents and children are generally welcomed at all times.

Boulevard Dairy Co., Inc.

231 Third Street, Albany, N. Y.

Telephone West 1114

KOHNO BROS

"A Good Place To Buy"

As Narrow As SHOES As Wide As EEE

AT OPENING PRICES

128 Central Avenue

Open Evenings

Mills Art Press

994-106 Broadway

Printers of State College News